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(54) Washer, fastener provided with a washer, method of and power tool for fastening objects

(57) A washer (1) has a body (2, 2') having a first

bearing face surface (3) at one axial side and adapted

to cooperate with a nut (1 0), a second bearing face sur-

face (4) at an opposite axial side and adapted to coop-

erate with an object (18), at least one third turning re-

sistant surface (5) adapted to cooperate with a thread

(13) of a bolt (12), and at least one breaking point ar-

ranged so that when the nut (1 0) is turned and turns the

FIG. I

bolt (12) the washer (1) stops the bolt from turning and

thereby the nut (1 0) creates a pull on the bolt (1 2) which

elongates the bolt in an axial direction and applies to the

washer an axial force which breaks said body (2, 2') of

the washer (1) and allows a portion of said body of the

washer to be pulled axially when the bolt (12) elongates;

and also a fastener, a method of fastening objects, and

a tool (1 5) for fastening objects can be provided with the

new washer.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a washer, a

fastener provided with a washer, and a method of and

a power tool for fastening objects.

[0002] It is known to fasten objects with one another

with power tools which use fasteners having a multi-part

replacement nut, for example including an inner sleeve,

an outer sleeve, and a washer. Such a replacement nut

is disclosed for example in US-A-5,341 ,560. Another re-

placement nut is disclosed in US-A-6,254,323 in which

a bolt has a spline underneath its upper thread, to which

a washer is non-rotatably connected, and the bolt also

has engaging means for applying a reaction force, while

an active force of the same tool turns the nut on the bolt

thread and the washer face. In the fastener disclosed in

both above mentioned patents, the common features

are the use of the action and reaction force of one tool,

the elimination of reaction arms on power tools, the con-

version of torque to torsion-free bolt stretching and ob-

taining for the first time the desired residual bolt load

rather than a torque which is estimated based on calcu-

lated frictions rather than on actual frictions or a tension,

which is based on estimated bolt relaxation when the

force is transmitted from the elongated bolt to the hand-

tight nut.

[0003] One solution is disclosed in my US patent ap-

plication serial no. 10/01 0,377. In this patent application

a washer is proposed which has a first bearing face sur-

face located at one axial side and cooperating with a

nut, a second bearing surface located at an opposite ax-

ial side and cooperating with an object, and at least one

third turning resistant surface cooperating with a thread

of the bolt so that when the nut is turned with a given

force in one direction and a body of the washer receives

a given force in an opposite direction, only the nut turns

to tighten or loosen the bolt and the body of the washer

remains rotation stationary, while the bolt elongates or

relaxes in an axial direction. However, it can be made
more manufacturing friendly to reduce its manufacturing

cost.

[0004] Accordingly, it is an aim of the present inven-

tion to provide a washer, a fastener provided with a

washer, a method of and a power tool for fastening with

the use of the washer, which provides a further solution

to the above specified problems.

[0005] In keeping with these aims and with others

which will become apparent hereinafter, one aspect of

the present invention resides in a washer according to

claim 1 . Another aspect of the present invention resides

in a fastener according to claim 4. Still another aspect

of the present invention resides in a method of assembly

at least two parts of an object according to claim 7. In

accordance with still a further aspect of the present in-

vention, a power tool for fastening an object according

to claim 8 is proposed.

[0006] In accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention, the washer body can be composed

of two part arranged so that one part prevents initially

an axial displacement of the other part which is engaged

with the bolt, and thereafter one of said parts is broken

under the action of the axial force applied in response

s to the elongation of the bolt.

[0007] In accordance with another feature of the

present invention, the washer body can be formed as a

one-piece integral element, which subsequently is bro-

ken at the breaking point when the axial force is applied

10 by the elongating bolt to the washer.

[0008] The present invention will be best understood

from the following description of specific embodiments,

given by way of example only, when read in connection

with the accompanying drawings, in which:

15

Figure 1 is a view showing a washer in accordance

with the present invention;

Figure 2 is a view showing a fastener with a washer

20 and a tool applied to the fastener, and illustrating a

fastening method in accordance with the present in-

vention; and

Figure 3 is a view showing a further embodiment of

25 the washer in accordance with the present inven-

tion.

[0009] Figure 1 shows a washer in accordance with

the present invention, which is identified with reference

30 numeral 1 as a whole. The washer 1 has a body, which

is identified with reference numeral 2. The body 2 of the

washer 1 has a first upper bearing face surface 3 adapt-

ed to cooperate with a nut, a second lower bearing race

surface 4 adapted to cooperate with an object which can

35 be formed as two parts to be assembled with one an-

other, and at least one turning resistant surface identi-

fied with reference numeral 5.

[0010] The first and second bearing face surfaces 3

and 4 are spaced from one another in an axial direction

or in other words in a direction of an axis A
1

. The at least

one third turning resistant surface 5 is located radially

inwardly of the body 2 of the washer 1. The third turning

resistant surface 5 is formed so as to engage with or

wedge in a thread of the bolt, for example by providing

45 a corresponding thread 6 on the turning resistant sur-

face 5.

[0011] As can be seen from Figure 1 , the body 2 of

the washer 1 is composed of two parts 7 and 8 located

substantially radially adjacent to one another, so that the

so part 7 is located radially inwardly of the part 8. The turn-

ing resistant surface 5 with the thread 6 is provided ra-

dially inwardly on the part 7. The part 8 has a projection

9, which is located above the part 7 and prevents axial

upward displacement of the part 7. However, the pro-

55 jection 9 is designed so that it can break underthe action

of a certain force acting in an axial upward direction. The

part 7 can be press fit, knurled, splined or otherwise con-

nected with the part 8 in a manner resistant to turning.
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said body of the washer (1) and allows said portion

of said body (2, 2') of the washer to be pulled axially

when the bolt (12) elongates.

2. A washer (1) as defined in claim 1, wherein said

body (2) has two parts (7, 8) arranged so that one

part (8) prevents initially an axial displacement of

the other part (7) which is engaged with the bolt

(12), and thereafter said one (8) of said parts is bro-

ken under the action of the axial force.

3. A washer (1) as defined in claim 1, wherein said

body (2') is formed as a one-piece integral element,

which subsequently is broken at a breaking point

(31 ) under the action of the axial force.

4. A fastener for connecting two parts (19/1 9') which

constitute an object (1 8), comprising a bolt (12) hav-

ing a thread (13); a nut (1 0) screwable on said boft

(12); and a washer (1) to be applied between the

nut (1 0) and the object (1 8) and including a body (2,

2') having an axis and provided with a first bearing

face surface (3) located at one axial side and adapt-

ed to cooperate with the nut (1 0), a second bearing

face surface (4) located at an opposite axial side

and adapted to cooperate with the object (18), and

at least one third turning resistant surface (5) adapt-

ed to cooperate with the thread ( 1 3) of sa id bolt ( 1 2)

,

said body (2, 2') of said washer (1) having at least

one breaking point arranged so that when the nut

(10) is turned and turns the bolt (12) said body (2,

2') of the washer stops the bolt from turning and

thereby the nut (10) creates a pull on the bolt (12)

which elongates the bolt in an axial direction and

applies to said body (2, 2') of the washer (1 ) an axial

force which breaks a portion (9, 31) of said body of

the washer and allows said portion of said body ( 2,

2') of the washer (1) to be pulled axially when the

bolt (12) elongates.

5. A fastener as defined in claim 4, wherein said body

(2) has two parts (7, 8) arranged so that one part

(8) prevents initially an axial displacement of the

other part (7) which is engaged with the bolt (12),

and thereafter said one (8) of said parts is broken

under the action of the axial force.

6. A fastener as defined in claim 4, wherein said body

(2') is formed as a one-piece integral element, which

subsequently is broken at a breaking point (31) un-

der the action of the axial force.

7. A method of assembly of at least two parts (19,1 9')

of an object (18) with one another, comprising the

steps of introducing a bolt (12) having a thread (13)

into the parts (19,1 9') so that a free end of the bolt

extends outwardly beyond at least one side of the

parts; placing a washer (1) on the free end of the

bolt (12); threadingly connecting a nut (10) to the

free end of the bolt so as to abut against the washer

(1); placing a power tool (15) so as to turn the nut

(1 0) with a rotatable element (1 6) of the power tool

5 connected to the nut to tighten or loosen the bolt

(12) and applying a non-rotatable element (17) of

the power tool (15) to the washer (1) to absorb a

reaction force; and providing the body (2, 2') of the

washer with a breaking point arranged so that when
10 the nut (10) is turned and turns the bolt (12) said

body (2, 2') of the washer (1) stops the bolt from

turning and thereby the nut (10) creates a pull on

the bolt (1 2) which elongates the bolt in an axial di-

rection and applies to said body of the washer an

15 axial force which breaks a portion (9, 31) of said

body (2,

2

1

) of the washer (1 ) and allows said portion

of said body of the washer to be pulled axially when

the bolt (12) elongates.

20 8. A powertool (15) forfastening an object (18), com-

prising a housing (20) provided with a non-rotatable

element (17); a power drive (21) in said housing

driving a rotatable driving element (1 6); a fastener

part including a bolt (12) having a thread (13) and

25 an axis (Ag) and introducible into parts (19, 19')

forming the object (1 8), a nut (1 0) screwable on said

bolt (12) and cooperating with said driving element

(16), and a washer (1) to be applied between said

nut (10) and the object (18) and cooperating with

30 said non-rotatable element (17) of said housing,

said washer (1) having an axis (A-|) and being pro-

vided with a first bearing face surface (3) located at

one axial side and adapted to cooperate with said

nut (1 0), a second bearing face surface (4) located

35 at an opposite axial side and adapted to cooperate

with the object (1 8), and at least one turning resist-

ant surface (5) adapted to cooperate with said

thread (13) of said bolt (12), so that when said nut

(10) is turned by said driving element (16) and turns

40 said bolt, the body (2, 2') of said washer (1 ) is held

by said non-rotatable element (17) and stops said

boft (12) from turning and thereby said nut (1 0) cre-

ates a pull on said bolt which elongates said bolt

(12) in an axial direction and applies to said body

45 (2, 2') of said washer (1 ) an axial force which breaks

a portion (9, 31) of said body of said washer and

allows said portion of said body (2, 2') of said wash-

er (1) to be pulled axially when said bolt (12) elon-

gates.
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[0012] Figure 2 shows a fastener provided with the

washer, with a tool applied to the fastener. The fastener

has a nut 10 having an inner thread 11. The fastener

further has a bolt 12 provided with an outer thread 13,

and having an axis Ag. The nut 1 0 has a lower bearing 5

face surface 14 which is adapted to be placed on the

upper bearing face surface 3 of the body 2 of the washer

1. The outer thread 13 of the bolt 12 engages with the

inner thread 1 1 of the nut 1 0, and also engages with an

inner thread 6 of the body 2 of the washer 1 . 10

[0013] A power tool in accordance with the present

invention is shown in Figure 2 and identified with refer-

ence numeral 15. The power tool has a housing, which

is identified with reference numeral 20 and a power

drive, which is identified with reference numeral 21 . The 1$

power drive is formed for example as a cylinder-piston

unit which includes a cylinder 24 and a piston 25 which

is movable in the cylinder and provided with a piston rod

26. The reciprocating movement of the piston rod 26

with the piston 25 is converted into a rotary movement 20

of a ratchet 28 through at least one drive plate 27 pro-

vided with a not shown pawl engageable with teeth of

the ratchet 28. A driving element 16 is connected with

the turnable ratchet 28 on the one hand and engages

the nut 10 on the other hand. In order to provide such 25

an engagement the inner surface of the driving element

1 6 can be provided with connecting means, for example

formed as a polygonal inner surface, etc. A non-rotata-

ble element 1 7 is connected to the immovable housing

20 to absorb a reaction created during turning of the driv- 30

ing element. The non-rotatable element 1 7 engages the

body 2 of the washer 1 to prevent its rotation about the

axes A-j and A2 , which coincide with one another when

the fastener is assembled. In order to engage the wash-

er, the non-rotatable element 17 is provided with con- 35

necting means formed for example as a polygonal inner

surface, etc.

[0014] The fastener with the washer is provided for

fastening an object which is identified with reference nu-

meral 18, in particular, to assemble parts 1 9 and 19' of *o

the object 1 8 with one another.

[0015] When, as shown in Figure 2, the power tool 15

is placed on the fastener so as to tighten or loosen the

nut, the turning element 16 which is connected to the

nut 1 0 turns the nut to overcome a thread friction with 45

the bolt 12 and the facial friction with the washer 1 so

as to turn the nut, and the non-rotatable element 17

holds the washer 1 to absorb the reaction force due to

the facial friction of the washer 1 with the nut 1 0, its facial

friction with one side of the part 1 9', and its turning fric- so

tion with the bolt 1 2, so that the washer 1 does not turn

but absorbs the reaction force of the power tool. Initially,

when the nut 1 0 rotates, the bolt 12 rotates together with

the nut; however, the stationary washer 1 wedges the

stationary part 7 into the bolt thread 13, so that the bolt 55

stops turning because of the interengagement of its out-

erthread 1 3 with the thread 6 of the washer 1 . Therefore,

the bolt 12 is stopped, and an axial force is applied to

the washer 1 , in particular to its part 7 in an axial upward

direction when the bolt 12 is elongated by the turning

nut 10. Under the action of this axial upward force, the

projection 9 of the part 8 of the washer 1 breaks off and

the part 7 of the washer 1 is pulled upwardly.

[0016] Figure 3 shows another embodiment of the

washer in accordance with the present invention. Here

the washer which is identified with reference numeral 1'

has a body 2' which is formed as a one piece integral

element with a partition 31 and a groove 32 provided to

reduce a thickness of the partition and to make it break-

able.

[0017] The operation of the washer 1
' in accordance

with the second embodiment of the present invention is

similar to the operation of the washer 1 of the embodi-

ment shown in Figure 1. When the nut 10 is turned by

the driving element 1 6 of the power tool, the bolt 1 2 has

a tendency to turn together with the nut. As the washer

1 and consequently the inner part 7 are held stationary,

the bolt becomes stationary due to the interengagement

of its outer thread 13 with the inner thread 6' of the body

2' of the washer 1 , but is elongated in the axial direction.

An axial force which is generated during the elongation

of the bolt 12 is applied axially upwardly to the radially

inner part 7' of the washer 1
', trying to displace the inner

part 7\ so that eventually it breaks the partition 31 and

displaces the inner part 7' of the washer V axially up-

wardly relative to the outer part 8\

[0018] It will be understood that each of the elements

described above, or two or more together, may also find

a useful application in other types of constructions dif-

fering from the types described above.

[0019] While the invention has been illustrated and

described as embodied in washer, fastener provided

with a washer, method of power tool for fastening with

the use of the washer, it is not intended to be limited to

the details shown, since modifications and structural

changes may be made without departing in any way

from the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1 . A washer (1 ,
1

'), comprising a body (2, 2') having

an axis (A^ and provided with a first bearing face

surface (3) located at one axial side and adapted to

cooperate with a nut (10), a second bearing face

surface (4) located at an opposite axial side and

adapted to cooperate with an object (18), at least

one third turning resistant surface (5) adapted to co-

operate with a thread (13) of a bolt (12), said body

(2, 2') having at least one breaking point arranged

so that when the nut (1 0) is turned and turns the bolt

(1 2) said body (2, 2') of the washer (1 )
stops the bolt

from turning and thereby the nut (10) creates a pull

on the bolt (12) which elongates the bolt in an axial

direction and applies to said body (2, 2") of the wash-

er an axial force which breaks a portion (9, 31) of

3
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